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Canonical Symbolic Analysis of Large Analog
Circuits with Determinant Decision Diagrams

C.-J. Richard Shi, Senior Member, IEEEand Xiang-Dong Tan, Member, IEEE

Abstract—Symbolic analysis has many applications in the
design of analog circuits. Existing approaches rely on two forms
of symbolic-expression representation: expanded sum-of-product
form and arbitrarily nested form. Expanded form suffers the
problem that the number of product terms grows exponentially
with the size of a circuit. Nested form is neither canonical nor
amenable to symbolic manipulation. In this paper, we present
a new approach to exact and canonical symbolic analysis by
exploiting the sparsityand sharing of product terms. It consists
of representing the symbolic determinant of a circuit matrix by
a graph—called a determinant decision diagram (DDD)—and
performing symbolic analysis by graph manipulations. We
show that DDD construction, as well as many symbolic analysis
algorithms, takes time almost linear in the number of DDD
vertices. We describe an efficient DDD-vertex-ordering heuristic
and prove that it is optimum for ladder-structured circuits. For
practical analog circuits, the numbers of DDD vertices are several
orders of magnitude less than the numbers of product terms. The
algorithms have been implemented and compared respectively
to symbolic analyzers ISAAC and Maple-V in generating the
expanded sum-of-product expressions, andSCAPPin generating
the nested sequences of expressions.

Index Terms—Analog symbolic analysis, circuit simulation, de-
terminant decision diagrams (DDD’s), symbolic matrix determi-
nant, zero-suppressed binary decision diagram (ZBDD).

I. INTRODUCTION

SYMBOLIC analysis calculates the behavior or character-
istic of a circuit in terms of symbolic parameters. In con-

trast to numerical simulators such asSPICE[32] that only pro-
vide numerical results, symbolic simulators can explicitly ex-
press which circuit parameters determine the circuit behavior.
They can offer more advantages than numerical simulators in
many applications such as optimum topology selection, design
space exploration, behavioral model generation, and fault de-
tection; these have been summarized and illustrated by a recent
survey paper of Gielenet al. [22].

Despite its advantages, symbolic analysis has not been widely
used by analog designers and was once judged as completely in-
efficient [28]. The root of the difficulty is apparent: the number
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of product terms in a symbolic expression may increase expo-
nentially with the size of a circuit. For example, for a BiCMOS
amplifier that has about 15 nodes and 25 devices (transistors,
diodes, resistors, and capacitors), the determinant of the circuit
matrix contains more than 10product terms [47]. Any manip-
ulation and evaluation of sum-of-product-based symbolic ex-
pressions will require CPU time, at best, linear in the number
of terms and, therefore, have both time and space complexities
exponential in the size of a circuit.

To cope with large analog circuits, modern symbolic ana-
lyzers1 rely on two techniques—hierarchical decomposition and
symbolic simplification. Hierarchical decomposition generates
symbolic expressions in the nested instead of expanded form
[23], [24], [40]. Symbolic simplification discards those insignif-
icant terms based on the relative magnitudes of symbolic param-
eters and the frequency defined at some nominal design points
or over some ranges. It can be performed before/during the gen-
eration of symbolic terms [25], [37], [45], [51] or after the gen-
eration [17], [21], [47]. Exploitation of these techniques has en-
abled the use of symbolic simulators in several university re-
search projects [9], [19], [21], [50]; however, both techniques
have some major deficiencies. Symbolic manipulation (other
than numerical evaluation) of a nested expression usually re-
quires complicated and time-consuming procedures; e.g., sen-
sitivity calculation in [27] and lazy approximation in [37]. On
the other hand, simplified expressions only have a sufficient ac-
curacy at some points or frequency ranges. Even worse, simpli-
fication often loses certain information, such as sensitivity with
respect to parasitics, which is crucial for circuit optimization
and testability analysis.

In this paper, we present a new approach to exact symbolic
analysis, which is capable of analyzing analog integrated cir-
cuits substantially larger than those previously handled. Our ap-
proach is based on two observations concerning symbolic anal-
ysis of large analog circuits: 1) the circuit matrix is sparse and 2)
a symbolic expression often shares many subexpressions. Under
the assumption that all the matrix elements are distinct, each
product term can be viewed as a subset of all the symbolic pa-
rameters. Therefore, we adapt a special data structure called
ZBDD’s2 introduced originally for representing sparse subset
systems [29]. This leads to a new graph representation of sym-
bolic determinants, called DDD’s. This representation has sev-
eral advantages over both the expanded and arbitrarily nested

1Some are surveyed in a paper by F. V. Fernández and A. Rodríguez-Vázquez
[19].

2We remark that ZBDD’s is a variant of binary decision diagrams (BDD’s)
introduced by Akers [1] and popularized by Bryant [4]. Our work is inspired by
the success of BDD’s as an enabling technology for industrial use of symbolic
analysis and formal verification in digital logic design [5].
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forms of a symbolic expression. First, similar to the nested form,
our representation is compact for a large class of analog circuits.
A ladder-structured network can be represented by a diagram
with the number of vertices (called itssize) equal to the number
of symbolic parameters. As indicated by our experiments, the
size of a DDD is usually dramatically smaller than the number
of product terms. For example, 5.71 × 10terms can be rep-
resented by a diagram with 398 vertices. Second, similar to the
expanded form, our representation is canonical; i.e., every de-
terminant has auniqueDDD representation. The representation
canonicity facilitates efficient symbolic analysis and may pro-
vide a potential tool to formally verify analog circuits. Finally,
derivation, manipulation and evaluation of the DDD represen-
tations of symbolic determinants have time complexity propor-
tional to the DDD sizes.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces the
background and basic notation for the rest of the paper. Sec-
tion III presents the notion of determinant decision diagrams
as an application of ZBDD’s to represent symbolic determi-
nants. Section IV describes an effective heuristic for ordering
DDD vertices so that the resulting DDD has a smallest or near-
smallest size. DDD-based algorithms for symbolic analysis and
applications are described in Section V. Experimental results are
presented in Section VI. The proposed approach is compared to
some related work in Section VII. Section VIII concludes the
paper.

II. NOTATIONS AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

In this section, we introduce some basic notation and concepts
that will be used in the rest of the paper. Since these come from
several different research areas, an attempt has been made to
choose a self-consistent set of notations.

A. Subset Systems and ZBDD’s

Let be asetof elements. The number of elements inis
called thecardinalityof , denoted by . The set of allsubsets
of is called thepower setof , denoted by . A subset
of the power set, written as , is called asubset system
of .

A subset system of can be decomposed with respect
to an element in into two unique subset systems, and

, where is the set of subsets of belonging to that
contain , from which has been removed, and is the set
of subsets of belonging to that do not contain . For in-
stance, let . Then
we have , and .
This decomposition can be represented graphically by a deci-
sionvertex. It is labeled by , and represents the subset system

. As illustrated in Fig. 1(a), the vertex has two outgoing edges:
one points to (called1-edge), and the other to (called
0-edge). We say that the edges areoriginatedfrom the vertex.
If is recursively decomposed with respect to all the elements
of , one obtains a binary decision tree whose leaves are {{}}
and {}, respectively. For convenience, we denote leaf {{}} by
the 1-terminal, and {} by the 0-terminal.

When a subset system is decomposed with respect to an
element that does not appear in, then its 1-edge points to

Fig. 1. (a) A ZBDD example and (b) an illustration of the zero-suppression
rule.

the 0-terminal. This is illustrated in Fig. 1(b) for decomposing
with respect to . To make the diagram

compact, Minato suggested the followingzero-suppressionrule
for representing sets ofsparsesubsets: eliminate all the vertices
whose 1-edges point to the 0-terminal vertex and use the sub-
graphs of the 0-edges, as shown in Fig. 1(b) [29]. A ZBDD is
such a zero-suppressed graph with the following two rules due to
Bryant [4]:ordered—all elements of , if one appears, will ap-
pear in a fixed order in all the paths of the graph; andshared—all
equivalent subgraphs are shared. ZBDD’s are a canonical rep-
resentation of subset systems; i.e., every subset system has a
unique ZBDD representation under a given vertex ordering. For
example, Fig. 1(a) is a unique ZBDD representation for the
subset system with re-
spect to ordering and . For convenience, every
nonterminal vertex is indexed by an integer number greater than
those of its descendant vertices [29]. The process of assigning
indexes to the nonterminal vertices is calledvertex ordering.

A path from a nonterminal vertex to the 1-terminal is called
1-path. It defines a subset of . The subset consists of all the
elements of from which the 1-edges in the 1-path originate. A
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1-path from the root is arooted1-path. The number of vertices
in a ZBDD is called itssize.

B. Matrix, Determinant, and Cofactors

Let be a set of integers. Let denote a set
of elements, calledsymbolic parametersor simplysymbols,

, where and each symbol is labeled
by a unique pair , where and . Often, we write
as an (square)matrix, denoted by , and use to denote
the element of matrix at row and column . We sometimes
use and to denote, respectively, the row and column
indexes of element

If the matrix is said to befull. If the matrix is
said to besparse. Thedeterminantof , denoted by , is
defined by

(1)

Here
permutation of ;
number of permutations needed to make
the sequence monotoni-
cally increasing.

The right-hand side of (1) is a symbolic expression of
in theexpandedform, more precisely, thesum-of-productform,
where eachterm is an algebraic product of symbolic parame-
ters. We note that each symbol can be assigned a real or complex
value for analog circuit simulation.

Let , and such that . The square
matrix obtained from the matrix by deleting those rows not
in and columns not in forms asubmatrixof , and is repre-
sented by . It has dimension by .

Let be the element of at row and column . Let
be the -matrix obtained from the matrix by
deleting row and column , and let be the -matrix
obtained from by setting . Then, the determinant of
matrix can beexpandedin a way similar to Shannon expan-
sion for Boolean functions [8]

(2)

where
referred to as thecofactor of

with respect to ;
remainderof with re-
spect to ;

determinant minor of with respect
to .

We note that the following two special cases of the expansion
above are well known asLaplace expansionsalong row and
column , respectively

(3)

(4)

C. Symbolic Analysis Problem of Analog Circuits

Consider a linear(ized) time-invariant analog circuit. Its
system of equations can be formulated by, for example, the
modified nodal analysis (MNA) approach in the following
general form [44]:

(5)

Thecircuit unknown vector may be composed of node
voltages and branch currents, and thecircuit matrix

is a largesparsesymbolic matrix, typically with just a
few nonzero entries per row/column.

Symbolic analysis of analog circuits can be stated as the
problem of solving the systems of symbolic equation (5), i.e.,
deriving the closed-form expression of a circuit unknown in
terms of symbolic parameters in and symbolic excitations
expressed by . According to Cramer’s rule, theth component

of the unknown vector is obtained as follows:

(6)

Most symbolic simulators are targeted at finding various net-
work functions, each function being defined as the ratio of an
output unknown from to an input from . These are special
cases of (6) or the ratios of the two expressions in the form of
(6).

Note that in (6) is the cofactor of
with respect to element of matrix at row and column

. Therefore, the central issue in determinant-based symbolic
analysis is how to find symbolic expressions of and the
cofactors of . In the rest of the paper, we focus on how
to represent a symbolic determinant (Sections III and IV), and
how to compute, manipulate, and evaluate a symbolic determi-
nant (Section V). For simplicity, we assume in the paper that all
the entries in are distinct. This assumption has been used in
previous symbolic analysis approaches; methods have been pro-
posed to formulate the symbolic equations to meet (or closely
meet) this assumption [21], [44].

III. ZBDD REPRESENTATION OFSYMBOLIC MATRIX

DETERMINANT

In this section, we apply the notation of ZBDD’s to represent
a symbolic matrix determinant. This leads to a new interpreted
graph called DDD’s. DDD’s are a canonical representation for
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matrix determinants, similar to BDD’s for representingbinary
functionsand ZBDD’s for representingsubset systems.

A key observation is that the circuit matrix is sparse, and
many times, a symbolic expression may share many subexpres-
sions. For example, consider the following determinant:

(7)
We note that subterms , and appear in several product
terms, and each product term involves a subset (four) out of
ten symbolic parameters. Therefore, we view each symbolic
product term as a subset, and use a ZBDD to represent the
subset system composed of all the subsets each corresponding
to a product term. Fig. 2 illustrates the corresponding ZBDD
representing all the subsets involved in under ordering

. It can be seen that
subterms , , and have been shared in the ZBDD repre-
sentation.

Following directly from the properties of ZBDD’s, we
have the following observations. First, given a fixed order of
symbolic parameters, all the subsets in a symbolic determinant
can be represented uniquely by a ZBDD. Second, every rooted
1-path in the ZBDD corresponds to a product term, and the
number of 1-edges in any rooted 1-path is. The total number
of rooted 1-paths is equal to the number of product terms in a
symbolic determinant.

We can view the resulting ZBDD as a graphical representa-
tion of recursive application of determinant expansion formula
(2) with the expansion order . Each
vertex is labeled with a matrix entry, and represents all the sub-
sets contained in the corresponding submatrix determinant. The
1-edge points to the vertex representing all the subsets contained
in the cofactor of the current expansion, and 0-edge points to the
vertex representing all the subsets contained in the remainder.

To embed the signs of the product terms of a symbolic de-
terminant into its corresponding ZBDD, we consider one step
of matrix expansion with respect to as defined by (2). The
sign is . Note that and are, respectively, the row and
column indexes of the element in the submatrix before this
step of expansion, say . Let theabsoluterow and column in-
dexes of the element in the original matrix before any
expansion be and , respectively. Then, we ob-
serve that and is equal to the
number of rows in with absolute indexes less than
plus the number of columns in with absolute indexes less
than . We also note that all the rows and columns in
except that of are represented in the subgraph rooted at the
vertex pointed to by the 1-edge of vertex . Therefore, the
sign of a nonterminal vertex, denoted by , can be defined
recursively as follows.

1) Let be the set of ZBDD vertices that originate the
1-edges in any 1-path rooted at. Then

(8)

Fig. 2. A ZBDD representingfadgj; adhi; afej; cbgj; cbihg under
orderinga > c > b > d > f > e > g > i > h > j.

where and refer to the absolute row and column
indexes of vertex in the original matrix, and is an
integer so that

if
if

2) If has an edge pointing to the 1-terminal vertex, then
.

This is called thesign rule. For example, in Fig. 3, shown aside
by each vertex are the row and column indexes of that vertex in
the original matrix, as well as the sign of that vertex obtained
by using the sign rule above. We note that all the paths rooted at
the same vertex yield the same vertex sign.

It can be verified that the product of all the signs in a rooted
1–path is exactly the sign of the corresponding product term.
For example, consider the 1-path in Fig. 3. The vertices
that originate all the 1-edges are , their corresponding
signs are−, +, −, and +, respectively. Their product is +. This is
the sign of the symbolic product term .

With ZBDD’s and the sign rule as two foundations, we are
now ready to introduce formally our representation of a sym-
bolic determinant. Let be an sparse matrix with a
set of distinct symbolic parameters , where

. Each symbolic parameter is associated with
a unique pair and , which denote, respectively, the
row index and column index of . A DDD is a signed, rooted,
directed, acyclic graph with two terminal vertices, namely the
0-terminal vertex and the 1-terminal vertex. Each nonterminal
vertex is labeled with a symbolic parameterand the sign
determined by the sign rule defined by (8). It has two outgoing
edges, called 1-edge and 0-edge. A vertex labeled byrepre-
sents a matrix determinant defined recursively as follows.

1) If the vertex is the 1-terminal vertex, then .
2) If the vertex is the 0-terminal vertex, then .
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Fig. 3. A signed ZBDD for representing symbolic terms.

3) If the vertex is a nonterminal vertex, then
, where ( ) is the matrix

determinant represented by the vertex that was pointed
to by the 1-edge (0-edge) of the vertex labeled by.

Note that is thecofactorof with respect to ,
is theminorof with respect to , is theremainderof
with respect to , and operations are algebraic multiplications
and additions. For example, Fig. 4 shows the DDD representa-
tion of ) under ordering

.
To enforce the uniqueness and compactness of the DDD rep-

resentation, the three rules of ZBDD’s, namely, zero-suppres-
sion, ordered, and shared, described in Section II-A are adopted.
This leads to DDD’s having the following properties.

• Every 1-path from the root corresponds to a product term
in the fully expanded symbolic expression. It contains ex-
actly 1-edges. The number of 1-paths from the root is
equal to the number of product terms.

• For any determinant , there is a unique DDD represen-
tation under a given vertex ordering.

We use |DDD| to denote thesize ofa DDD, i.e., the number of
vertices in the DDD.

IV. A N EFFECTIVEVERTEX-ORDERING HEURISTIC

A key problem in many decision diagram applications is how
to select a vertex ordering, since the size of the resulting decision
diagram strongly depends on the chosen ordering. For example,
if we choose vertex order

for in Section III, then the resulting DDD
is shown in Fig. 5. It has 13 vertices, in comparison to ten in
Fig. 4, although they represent the same determinant. In this
section, we describe an efficient heuristic for selecting a good
vertex ordering, and show that it is optimal for a class of circuit
matrices.

Fig. 4. A determinant decision diagram for matrixMMM .

Fig. 5. DDD representingdet(MMM) under orderinga > c > d > f > g >

h > b > e > i > j.

We propose to select the vertex ordering for a DDD by ex-
amining the structure of the original matrix. Suppose thatis
an matrix with nonzero elements (entries, or symbols).
The vertex-ordering problem is how tolabel all the nonzero el-
ements in using integers one to so that the resulting DDD
constructed with the chosen order has a small size. As stated in
Section II-A, those elements labeled by smaller integers will ap-
pear close to the leaves, or the bottom of the DDD, and the root
is labeled by index .

We propose a vertex-ordering heuristic, based on the re-
finement of a well-known strategy for Laplace expansion of
a sparse matrix [21]. The basic idea is to label with larger
indexes those columns or rows containing fewer nonzero
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Fig. 6. A DDD vertex-ordering heuristic.

elements. Elements in those dense rows and columns will be
labeled using small indexes. Intuitively, this strategy increases
the possibility of DDD subgraph sharing. Fig. 6 describes the
proposed heuristic MATRIX_GREEDY_LABELING ) for
labeling all the elements in matrix . In the algorithm,

denotes the matrix obtained from
by removing row and column . We keep a global counter.
Initially is set to 1, and .

As an example, consider how to apply
MATRIX_GREEDY_LABELING to label the matrix defined in
Section III. The complete process is illustrated in Fig. 7. First,
columns 1 and 4 of , as well as rows 1 and 4, have the least
number of nonzero elements (2). We arbitrarily select column
1. Then the set of rows that have a nonzero element at column 1
are one and two, i.e., . Since row 1 has one nonzero
element, and row 2 has two nonzero elements, lines 3–5 invoke
first MATRIX_GREEDY_LABELING on matrix after removing
row 1 and column 1, then on matrix after removing row
2 and column 1. The process is applied recursively on the
resulting submatrices, and is illustrated in Fig. 7 from the top
to the bottom. Then, elements are labeled in the Fig. 7 from
the bottom to the top in the reverse order of expansion. These
labels are marked in Fig. 7 at the top-right corner of each
element. If we summarize all the labels assigned to the matrix
elements using the original matrix structure, we have

The heuristic leads to compact DDD’s for a large class of cir-
cuit matrices, as observed in our experiments described in Sec-
tion VI. In the rest of this section, we show that the heuristic
is optimal for a class of circuit matrices, calledtridiagonal ma-
trices. Tridiagonal matrices are matrices that have only nonzero
elements at positions , and . They have
the structure as shown in (8a), found at the bottom of the page.

Fig. 7. An illustration of DDD vertex-ordering heuristic.

The number of nonzero elements in is . Matrix
used throughout this paper is a tridiagonal matrix.

To show that the algorithm MATRIX_GREEDY_LABELING

yields an optimum ordering, we note that the lower bound on
the number of DDD vertices is equal to the number of matrix
entries, i.e., each vertex appears only once in the final DDD.
We will show that, for tridiagonal matrices, the ordering given
by MATRIX_GREEDY_LABELING results in a DDD with the
number of vertices equal to the number of nonzero matrix
elements. This is proved by induction. It is easy to see that
the result is true for and matrices. Now we
assume that it is true for , i.e., the number of DDD
vertices is . We prove that it is also true for :
the number of DDD vertices is . Let vertex

represent the DDD of and
represent the DDD of . Matrix has an
extra row and column with three nonzero elements ,

, and . Algorithm MATRIX_GREEDY_LABELING

assigns integer labels , and to elements
, , and , respectively. This gives

ordering . We, thus,
first create a DDD vertex labeled by . Its 1-edge
points to vertex , and its 0-edge points to the vertex that
corresponds to . The 0-edge of vertex points to
the 0-terminal. Its 1-edge points to the vertex that represents
the determinant of matrix after removing the first
column and the second row. Since the first row in the resulting
matrix contains only one nonzero element , we can
create a DDD vertex for with its 1-edge pointing to

(8a)
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Fig. 8. An illustration of DDD construction for tridiagonal matrices.

, and its 0-edge pointing to the 0-terminal. This
is illustrated in Fig. 8. Only three vertices are added for
representing . The total number of DDD vertices for

is, thus, . Our conjecture
is, therefore, proved.

We have proved that for tridiagonal matrix , the number
of DDD vertices is . As a comparison, the number of
expanded product terms in is , where
is the th Fibonacci number defined by

Each product term involves symbols. To store all the product
terms without considering sharing, the memory requirement is
proportional to . Further, any symbolic manipulation
using the expended form would have time complexity at best
proportional to . In Fig. 9, the number of DDD ver-
tices is plotted against the number of product terms.

The practical relevance of tridiagonal matrices is that they
correspond to the circuit matrices for ladder networks—an im-
portant class of circuit structures in analog design. A three-sec-
tion ladder circuit is shown in Fig. 10. The system of equations
can be formulated as shown in (9) at the bottom of the page.
If we view each entry as a distinct symbolic parameter, the re-

sulting circuit matrix is a tridiagonal matrix. We note that many
practical circuits have the structure of ladders or close to lad-
ders.

We emphasize that just like the BDD representation for
Boolean functions, in the worst case, the number of DDD
vertices can grow exponentially with the size of a circuit.
Nevertheless, as we have observed (in Section VI) that with the
proposed vertex-ordering heuristic, the numbers of vertices in
the resulting DDD’s are reasonable for practical analog circuits.

V. MANIPULATION AND CONSTRUCTION OFDETERMINANT

DECISION DIAGRAMS

In this section, we show that, using determinant decision di-
agrams, algorithms needed for symbolic analysis and its appli-
cations can be performed with the time complexity proportional
to the size of the diagrams being manipulated,not the number
of rooted 1-paths in the diagrams, i.e., product terms in the
symbolic expressions. Hence, as long as the determinants of
interest can be represented by reasonably small graphs, our al-
gorithms are quite efficient.

A basic set of operations on matrix determinants is summa-
rized in Table I. Most operations are simple extensions of subset
operations introduced by Minato on ZBDD’s [29]. These few
basic operations can be used directly and/or combined to per-
form a wide variety of operations needed for symbolic analysis.
In this section, we first describe these operations, and then use
an example to illustrate the main ideas of these operations and
how they can be applied to compute network function sensi-
tivities—a key operation needed in optimization and testability
analysis. We also show that the generation of significant product
terms can be casted as the-shortest path problem in a DDD and
solved elegantly in time .

A. Implementation of Basic Operations

We summarize the implementation of these operations
in Fig. 11. For the clarity of the description, the steps for
computing the signs associated with DDD vertices, using the
sign rule defined in Section III, are not shown.

As the basis of implementation, we employ two techniques
originally developed by Brace, Rudell and Bryant for imple-
menting decision diagrams efficiently [7]. First, a basic proce-
dure GETVERTEX( ) is to generate (or copy) a vertex
for a symbol and two subgraphs and . In the proce-
dure, a hash table is used to keep each vertex unique; vertex
elimination and sharing are managed mainly by GETVERTEX.
With GETVERTEX, all the major operations for DDD’s in Table
I are described in Fig. 11.

(9)
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Fig. 9. A comparison of DDD sizes versus numbers of product terms for tridiagonal matrices.

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF BASIC OPERATIONS

Fig. 10. A three-section ladder circuit.

Second, similar to conventional BDD’s, we use a cache to re-
member the results of recent operations, and refer to the cache
for every recursive call. In this way, we can avoid duplicate ex-
ecutions for equivalent subgraphs. This enables us to execute
these operations in a time that is (almost) linearly proportional
to the size of a graph.

Evaluation: Given a determinant decision diagram rooted at
a vertex and a set of numerical values for all the symbolic

parameters, EVALUATE ( ) computes the numerical value of the
corresponding matrix determinant. EVALUATE ( ) naturally ex-
ploits subexpression sharing in a symbolic expression, and has
time complexity (almost)linear in the size of the diagram.

Construction: Let be an -by- symbolic matrix,
where is a set of integers from one to. DDD_OF_MATRIX

( ) constructs a determinant decision diagram of a sub-
matrix of with row set and column set such that

for a given ordering of symbolic parameters. It can be
viewed as a generalized Laplace expansion procedure of matrix
determinants. In line 3 of the procedure DDD_OF_MATRIX, a
nonzero element is selected, and the determinant is expanded.
Due to the canonicity of DDD’s, can be any nonzero matrix
element, and the resulting DDD is always the same. However,
the best expansion order is to use the element with the largest
integer label in line 3 of the procedure DDD_OF_MATRIX.
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Fig. 11. Implementation of basic operations for symbolic analysis and applications.

Cofactor and Derivative:COFACTOR( ) is to compute
the cofactor of a symbolic determinant represented by a DDD
vertex with respect to symbolic parameter. COFACTOR is
perhaps the most important operation in symbolic analysis of
analog circuits. For example, the network functions can be ob-
tained by first computing some cofactors, and then combining
these cofactors according to some rules (Cramer’s rule).

B. Illustration of Basic Operations and its Use in Circuit
Sensitivity

In this subsection, we use an example to show how the net-
work function sensitivity can be computed using DDD-based
COFACTOR. We also use COFACTORto exemplify the main ideas
of a typical DDD-based operation.

Consider the ladder circuit shown in Fig. 10. Its system of
equations has been formulated in (9). The input impedance
is defined as

If each matrix entry is viewed as a distinct symbol, the deter-
minant of the circuit matrix can be rewritten as (7). We redraw
its DDD in Fig. 12(a), where the 0-terminal and all the 0-edges
pointing to the 0-terminal are suppressed. In Fig. 12(a), for each
vertex labeled by a lower-case letter, we use the corresponding

upper-case letter to denote the determinant represented by that
vertex. The root of the DDD represents the determinant, de-
noted by , of the circuit matrix. Note that and

. From Cramer’s rule

Thus

We consider the normalized sensitivity of the input impedance
with respect to resistor
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Fig. 12. DDD-based derivation of cofactors.

Note that

and

we have

The three cofactors COFACTOR( ), COFACTOR( ), and
COFACTOR(COFACTOR( ), ) in the expression above can be
computed elegantly using algorithm COFACTOR in Fig. 11 on
the DDD shown in Fig. 12(a). Recall that the vertex ordering in
Fig. 12(a) is .

First, consider how to compute COFACTOR( ). Since
, is returned. COFACTOR( ) points

to . Similarly, COFACTOR(COFACTOR( ), ) points to .
They are shown in Fig. 12(b).

Next consider COFACTOR( ). Since , line
3 of the algorithm is executed with and ;
i.e., GETVERTEX( , COFACTOR( ), COFACTOR( )).
Then the procedure is invoked recursively, respectively, for
COFACTOR( ) and COFACTOR( )). This process is shown
in Fig. 13, where top-down solid arrows illustrate the recursive
invocation of the procedure COFACTOR, bottom-up dashed
arrows show how the final result is synthesized, and each step
is labeled by a number that indicates its order of execution.
Note that GETVERTEX( ) returns the 0-terminal based
on the zero-suppression rule. Eventually, COFACTOR( )

returns GETVERTEX( ). Since no vertex exists with label
, the 0-edge pointing to zero and the 1-edge pointing to,

GETVERTEX( ) will create a new vertex as shown in Fig.
12(b). During the recursive process, COFACTOR(0,d) is first
calculated at Steps 3 and 4. Later on at Step 6, its return value
has been cached and is used directly. This avoids the duplicate
execution of COFACTORon the same subgraph.

All three cofactors and the original determinant are com-
pactly represented in asingle four-root DDD as shown in
Fig. 12(b). From this DDD, the sum-of-product expressions
of cofactors and determinants can be generated efficiently
by enumerating all its corresponding rooted 1-paths. For
this example, we have ,

,
and . The
DDD representation enables efficient computation of exact
sum-of-product symbolic expressions and their sensitivities. We
can also generate the sequence-of-expression representations
by introducing one intermediate symbolic symbol for each
vertex. In comparison, sensitivity computation using directly
the sequence-of-expressions approach requires grammar-driven
compilation [27].

C. Generation of Significant Terms

Many small-signal characteristics are dominated by a small
number of product terms. This has been observed and exploited
previously in the context of transfer function approximation.
Many times, analog designers are interested in the symbolic ex-
pressions of the first few dominating terms. In our framework,
the extraction of significant product terms can be transformed to
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Fig. 13. Illustration of DDD-based cofactoring.

the problem of finding shortest paths in a DDD, and solved el-
egantly by an algorithm. We note that the problem
itself can be solved efficiently by matroid-intersection-based
methods [45], [46], [51], [52].

We adapted the weighting scheme of Yu and Sechen [51]. A
1-edge originated from vertex is assigned weight ,
where is the numerical value of symbolic parameter. All
the 0-edges are assigned weight 0. Then thecostof a path in a
DDD is defined to be the total weights of all the edges along the
path. With this, the most significant product term in a symbolic
determinant corresponds to the minimum cost (shortest) path
between the DDD root and the 1-terminal. The shortest path in
a DDD can be obtained by a depth-first search, which has the
time complexity [15].

A nice property of DDD’s is that after we find the shortest
path from a DDD, we can subtract it from the DDD using DDD
operationTERMSUBTRACT. We can find the next shortest path
in the resulting DDD. In this manner, we can find theshortest
paths in time .

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We have implemented in C++ the proposed symbolic analysis
algorithms, and tested our program on a set of circuits varying
from RLC filters to bipolar and MOS integrated circuits. The set
of test circuits includes

• millerOpamp, a two-stage miller compensated MOS
opamp from [21];

• A741, a bipolar opamp containing 26 transistors and 11
resistors, with the schematic in Fig. 15;

• cascodeOpamp, a CMOS cascode opamp containing 22
transistors with the schematic in Fig. 16,

• ladder7, ladder21, ladder100, 7-, 21-, and 100-section
cascade resistive ladder networks;

• rctree1, rctree2, two RC tree networks;
• some RLC filters, namedbutter, rlctest, vcstst, ccstest, and

bigtst.
For nonlinear integrated circuits, DC analysis is first performed
using SPICE, and the resulting small-signal models from the
output ofSPICEare used in symbolic analysis. For the com-
pleteness, the small-signal models used for bipolar and MOS
transistors are described in Fig. 14(a) and (b), respectively. The
MNA approach as used inSPICE is employed to formulate
the circuit equations. Exact symbolic expressions for (voltage)
transfer functions ( ) are computed using Cramer’s rule
and shared DDD representations of symbolic determinants and
cofactors. The transfer function is in the form of the ratio of two
DDD’s, which are represented compactly using asingle shared
DDD with two roots; this is referred to as the DDD representa-
tion of the transfer function.

Table II3 describes the statistics of all the test circuits, the re-
sulting DDD sizes, andSCAPPresults. Columns 2–6 describe,
respectively, the number of nodes in each circuit, the number of
nonzero elements in each circuit matrix, the number of product
terms in the transfer function and the numbers of vertices in the
DDD representation of the transfer function without and with
the use of the vertex-ordering heuristic described in Fig. 6. For
each circuit, the number of DDD vertices without vertex-or-
dering is the average of that of ten randomly generated order-
ings.SCAPPis used to generate the sequence of expressions (in
the C program) for each transfer function. The number of multi-
plications (divisions are counted as multiplications), the number
of additions, and the number of intermediate expressions used
for computing each transfer function are reported in Columns
7–9. If the sequence of expressions is generated from the DDD

3In [38], only the statistics of the determinants of the circuit matrices are
reported. Here, the statistics are collected for the transfer functions in order to
compare withSCAPPwhich calculates the transfer functions.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 14. (a) MOSFET small-signal model and (b) bipolar transistor model.

Fig. 15. The circuit schematic of bipolarµA741.

representation of the transfer function, each vertex will intro-
duce one multiplication and one addition (if its 0-edge does not
point to the 0-terminal) and, hence, the total number of multi-
plications and the total number of additions are bounded by the
number of DDD vertices.

From Table II, we can make several observations.

1) Ordering leads to DDD’s significantly smaller than that
of nonordering. For ladder networksladder7, ladder21,
andladder100, the numbers of DDD vertices are exactly
the numbers of nonzero matrix elements.

2) For a small circuit, the number of DDD vertices may be
greater than the number of product terms. This is not sur-
prising, since the number of DDD vertices without ex-
ploiting sharing would be the number of product terms

Fig. 16. The circuit schematic of MOS cascode Opamp.

times the number of symbolic parameters in each product
term.

3) For large circuits, the numbers of DDD vertices can be
several orders of magnitude smaller than the numbers of
product terms. Further, the difference becomes more dra-
matic with the increase of the circuit size.

4) The sequences of expressions generated from DDD’s use
about two thirds of multiplications required bySCAPP
for ladder-structured circuits (ladder7, ladder21,and
ladder100), and use less than half the multiplications of
SCAPPfor tree-structured circuits (rctree1andrctree2).
It may use much more multiplications thanSCAPP
for those circuits that do not have ladder- or tree-like
structures ( and ).4

We then compare our program withISAAC[21] andMaple-V
[10] for generating the complete sum-of-product expressions of
the transfer functions.ISAACis a well-known special-purpose
symbolic analyzer designed for analog integrated circuits.
Maple-V is a general-purpose mathematic package capable
of solving linear equations symbolically. To useMaple-V, we
use our program to set up the circuit equations and then feed
the circuit matrices toMaple-V. The results are described in
Table III. All data are obtained using a SUNsparc 20 with 32M
memory. We can observe that our program runs significantly
faster than bothISAAC and Maple-V, and uses much less
memory. For slightly large circuits, bothISAACandMaple-V
ran out of memory. The symbolic expressions generated by
ISAAC, Maple-V and the DDD-based approach are the same
for each circuit.

We have implemented a frequency-domain circuit simulator
by evaluating the computed DDD-represented transfer functions
and compared the results withSPICE. For all the test circuits,
our simulator produced the same numerical outputs as those of
SPICE. Note thatSPICEemploys pivoting to improve the nu-

4Very recently, we showed that by exploiting the design hierarchy and auto-
mated partitioning, the DDD-based approach can generate even more compact
representations than that ofSCAPP[41], [42].
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OFDDD SIZES WITH/WITHOUT VERTEX-ORDERING AND SCAPP

TABLE III
COMPARISON OF THEPROPOSEDALGORITHM AGAINST ISAACAND Maple-V

merical accuracy of the solution of a system of linear equations,
whereas no special consideration has been given to the numer-
ical aspect in our DDD-based approach. We further observe that,
in comparison withSPICEwhich uses numericalLU decompo-
sition, and numerical evaluation with the sequences of expres-
sions generated bySCAPP,5 our DDD-based simulator has the
following interesting features.

• Evaluation of DDD determinants and cofactors uses only
multiplications, additions, subtractions, andno divisions.
The notorious “divided-by-zero” problem does not occur
in DDD evaluation.

• All multiplications in DDD evaluation are performed
between a derived value (the value of a cofactor) and one
from the original problem (matrix entry). Further, the
depthof derived operation, i.e., the number of (nested)
multiplications required to obtain the final value from a
value in the original problem, is at most. In contrast, in
LU decomposition, most times, operations are performed
among two derived values, and the depth of derived
operation is at least .

• DDD’s are constructed in such a way to achieve maximal
sharing of subexpressions. As a consequence, those values
close in their magnitudes are likely to be manipulated to-
gether.

Table IV shows the comparison of our DDD-based simulator
with SPICEin terms of CPU time for repetitive numerical eval-
uation. For each circuit, 1000 frequency points were simulated.

TABLE IV
COMPARISON OFFREQUENCYANALYSIS BY THE PROPOSEDALGORITHM

AND BY SPICE

At each frequency point, the DDD-represented transfer func-
tion was evaluated by first computing the numerical value of
each matrix entry from the values of circuit parameters and fre-
quency, and then substituting the computed value of each entry
to compute the DDD values. The proposed algorithm is actu-
ally faster thanSPICEfor small circuits, but is slower for large
circuits. We note that the complexity of suchrepetitive numer-
ical evaluationis linearly proportional to the number of DDD
vertices, but the number of DDD vertices may grow exponen-
tially with the size of a circuit. Sparse-matrix-based numerical
LU decomposition has been observed to run in
for typical circuits [33]. Therefore, the straightforward use of
exact symbolic expressions—DDD-based or evenSCAPP’s se-
quences of expressions—for numerical evaluation may not offer

5We note that hierarchical symbolic analysis employed inSCAPPis essen-
tially partial symbolic LU decomposition by Gaussian elimination [44].
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any speed advantage over fine-tuned numerical simulators such
as SPICE. However, DDD-based symbolic analysis may still
be attractive for repetitive numerical evaluation, since it allows
the other “latency” properties of symbolic expressions to be ex-
ploited efficiently. For example, for the frequency-domain sim-
ulation of time-invariant circuits, all the circuit parameters but
the complex variable remain unchanged for all the frequency
points, and, therefore, the use of-expanded symbolic expres-
sions can provide a significant speedup overSPICE. We have
shown that -expanded symbolic expressions can be derived
very efficiently using DDD’s and then only one DDD evalua-
tion is needed for all the frequency points; this speeds upSPICE
significantly [39].

VII. RELATED WORK

The proposed approach is an application of decision diagram
concepts to symbolic network analysis. In this section, we sum-
marize some closely related work in these two areas. We refer
the reader to [21] and [26] for comprehensive surveys of sym-
bolic analysis techniques and applications, and [30] and [36] for
decision diagrams.

A. Comparison with Existing Determinant-Based Symbolic
Techniques

Previously, determinant expansion has been exploited for
symbolic analysis of analog circuits. The work includes the
parameter extraction method [2], the algebraic formulation
method [35], and recursive Laplace expansion with minor
storage and row/column ordering as implemented inISAAC
[21]. Parameter extraction was developed for handling large
sparse matrices with a few symbolic entries and many numerical
entries. The key idea is to apply a refined form of determinant
expansion in (2) on all the symbolic entries first, then to use
any standard numerical method to evaluate the values of minors
that contain only numerical entries. This idea can be naturally
incorporated into DDD’s where symbolic entries are labeled
first and numerical entries are labeled after symbolic entries
(with small indexes). With this, numerical entries will appear at
the bottom of a DDD, which can be evaluated and condensed.
The incorporation of parameter extraction into DDD’s will
lead to a new method capable of handling large sparse matrices
with both numerical and (potentially many) symbolic entries.
In contrast, it is generally difficult to combine parameter
extraction with other symbolic methods.

The algebraic formulation method of Sannuti and Puri ex-
ploits the structure of determinants and circuits to establish the
condition for valid nonzero product terms as expressed in (1).
Then the valid product terms are enumerated.

The DDD-based approach inherits many ideas found in re-
cursive Laplace expansion with minor storage and row/column
ordering as implemented inISAAC[21]. For the derivation of
sum-of-product expressions, both approaches are based on de-
terminant expansion, follow the same order of expansion, and
both use the cache to store the minors. But the DDD-based ap-
proach has the following several subtle differences fromISAAC.
First, we impose the fixed ordering rule so that the structure of

expansion is canonical. Further, the structure of expansion is
formalized as a binary decision diagram, where each time only
one matrix entry is considered. Then, the generation of sum-of-
product expressions for a symbolic determinant is broken into
three separate steps: 1) entry labeling (vertex ordering), 2) con-
struction of the diagram with the chosen order, and 3) genera-
tion of the product terms from the diagram. These considera-
tions enable us to exploit the understandings and implementa-
tion of BDD’s developed mainly in the past decade in the area
of formal verification and logic synthesis. We further show that
symbolic manipulation on sum-of-product expressions can be
performed much more efficiently on the proposed diagrams.

B. Comparison with Hierarchical Symbolic Analysis

DDD’s can be viewed as a special form of sequences of ex-
pressions as used in hierarchical symbolic analysis [24], [40].
They differ in how they are created and the canonicity of the
representation, which lead to several fundamental differences
in their performance.

First, the DDD representation is unique. For a given circuit,
regardless of which algorithms to use, the generated code based
on the DDD representation must always be the same (should be
able to be compared simply using UNIX shell commanddiff).
The canonicity property may be useful for formal analog veri-
fication.

Second, symbolic manipulation with DDD’s is simpler
than with arbitrarily nested sequences of expressions. From
the DDD’s, the expanded sum-of-product expressions can be
generated by a simple DDD traversal; the significant terms can
be generated efficiently by finding-shortest DDD paths; the
-expanded expressions can be derived in linear time in the size

of a DDD [39]. Very recently, we have shown that the problem
of deriving simplified, reliable, and interpretable symbolic
network functions can be performed effectively and efficiently
with DDD’s [43]. In contrast, manipulation and approximation
of arbitrarily nested symbolic expressions are known to be
more difficult and involved [18], [27], [37].

Third, in comparison with numerical evaluation using hier-
archical symbolic analyzerSCAPP, which is the compiled par-
tial LU decomposition by Gaussian elimination [44], numerical
evaluation with DDD’s is division-free, manipulates fewer de-
rived values, and generally adds/subtracts the values with less
differing magnitudes. Furthermore, since pivoting is not em-
ployed inSCAPP, repetitive numerical evaluation with the gen-
erated code may be subject to the numerical accuracy problem.
We note that compiled-code simulation has been studied in the
area of numerical circuit simulation [48], and partialLU decom-
position by Gaussian elimination itself has been exploited in the
context of circuit tearing, for example as in [49]. If targeted at
circuit simulation,LU decomposition by Gaussian elimination
has been observed to be less preferred over the Crout method or
other methods ofLU decomposition [44].

Finally, it is worth noting that efficient linear(ized) circuit
analysis can be accomplished via numerical reduced-order mod-
eling techniques such as asymptotic waveform evaluation [34],
the PVL algorithm [16], and the Arnoldi method [31]. It is very
intriguing to combine DDD’s and these techniques for possible
symbolic reduced-order modeling.
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Fig. 17. An MTBDD representation of matrixMMM .

C. Relevance to Other Decision Diagram Concepts

The notion of DDD’s comes from the application of ZBDD’s,
a variant of BDD’s, to represent symbolic matrix determinants.
Each vertex in the DDD represents a symbolic determinant and
is defined by the determinant expansion rule (2), where oper-
ations are the addition and multiplication in normal algebra.
We note that several other extensions of BDD’s for multivalued
functions and arithmetic applications have been made; for ex-
ample, multiterminal binary decision diagrams [11]–[13], [20]
(also called algebraic decision diagrams [3]), hybrid decision di-
agrams [14], binary moment diagrams (BMD’s) [6], and several
others as described in the book edited by Sasao and Fujita [36].
Among them, Multiterminal BDD’s (MTBDD’s) have been ex-
plored for the implementation of matrix algebra.

MTBDD’s is an extension of BDD’s with multiple terminals,
each of which as a real value [11]–[14], [20]. MTBDD’s can
be used to represent matrices by observing that the row and
column indexes of a matrix can be encoded as Binary vectors,
say and ( for square matrices),
and then the matrix can be conceptually viewed as a function

where is the set of nonzero matrix entries.
In the resulting MTBDD for representing this multivalued
Boolean function , each terminal represents a nonzero matrix
entry, and each nonterminal vertex is labeled by either a row
or a column encoding bit ( or ). Each path from the root to
a terminal defines the row and column position at which the
matrix entry—represented by the terminal—locates. For ex-
ample, Fig. 17 shows an MTBDD representation of the matrix

. As shown by Fujita, McGeer and Yang, using MTBDD’s,
many matrix algebraic operations such as Strassen matrix
multiplication, spectral transforms, andLU decomposition can
be performed elegantly [20]. As a representation ofmatrices,
MTBDD’s differ from DDD’s, which is a representation of
matrix determinants. Although it may be argued that a matrix
determinant may be calculated explicitly or implicitly based on
the determinant definition (1) in Section II-B from the MTBDD
representation of the matrix and basic MTBDD operations
described in [20]. However, the computational procedure and
results would be significantly complicated, and MTBDD’s
have not been used for determinant computation. To the best of

our knowledge, the introduction of DDD’s represents the first
effort in exploring BDD’s and their variations for representing
and manipulating matrix determinants and cofactors. On the
other hand, DDD’s represent matrix determinants, not matrices,
and are not adequate for implementing general matrix algebra.
Nevertheless, matrices and determinants are intriguingly
related. It is interesting to explore more connections between
MTBDD’s and DDD’s.

BMD’s6 are more closely connected to DDD’s. BMD’s pro-
vide a canonical representation for multilinear functions. They
are a variation of BDD’s where the expansion rule is the fol-
lowing decomposition rule of function

where (respectively, ) denotes the positive (respectively,
negative) cofactor of with respect to , i.e., the function re-
sulting when constant one (respectively, zero) is substituted for

. Note that a determinant is a multilinear function in its entries.
Recall the DDD expansion rule (2)

Here, is the remainder of , which is equal to
, i.e., the value of by substituting by

zero. It can be verified that

Therefore, the DDD representation can be viewed as a special
case of the BMD representation.

However, the matrix determinants as a special form of mul-
tilinear functions have several special properties. For example,
the sign can be determined nicely using the sign rule (Sec-
tion III) and be attached as part of a vertex, whereas in BMD’s,
signs are encoded as edge weights. The BMDs’ objective is for
formal verification of arithmetic digital circuits, where matrix

6The connection of BMD’s to ZBDD’s and MTBDD’s has been noted by
several researchers [6], [14], [30].
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operations such as multiplication are emphasized, whereas in
our application, solving a system of linear equations is the
objective and the representation and manipulation of symbolic
determinants and cofactors ofsparsematrices are of primary
interest. Nevertheless, many ideas developed in the area of
decision diagrams such as using multiterminals and attributed
edges to represent polynomials and numeric coefficients can be
adapted to enhance the power of DDD’s.

VIII. C ONCLUSION

In this paper, a new graph representation, called DDD’s,
for symbolic matrix determinants is introduced and symbolic
analysis algorithms for analog circuits are presented. Unlike
previous approaches based on either the expanded form or
the nested form representations of symbolic expressions,
DDD-based symbolic analysis exploits the sparsity and
sharing in a canonical manner. We described an efficient
vertex-ordering heuristic and proved that it is optimum for
ladder-structured circuits; in this case, the number of DDD
vertices is equal to the number of nonzero matrix entries. We
emphasize that the DDD size depends on the size of a circuit,
its structure and sparsity, as well as the chosen vertex ordering.
In the worst case, the DDD size can grow exponentially with
the size of a circuit. Fortunately, for practical circuits, we have
observed that with the proposed vertex-ordering heuristic, the
numbers of DDD vertices are quite small—usually several
orders of magnitude smaller than the numbers of product terms
in the expanded form. Generating the complete sum-of-product
symbolic expressions from the DDD representation offers
orders-of-magnitude improvement in both CPU time and
memory usages over symbolic analyzersISAACandMaple-V
for large analog circuits. It enables the exact and canonical
symbolic analysis of such large analog circuits asµA741 for
the first time.

We also compared the DDD-based approach with the
state-of-art hierarchical symbolic analyzerSCAPP in gen-
erating the sequences of expressions for network transfer
functions. For ladder-structured circuits, the DDD-based
approach uses only two thirds of multiplications as required by
SCAPP. For large circuits that do not have ladder-like structures
such asµA741 opamp, the sequences of expressions generated
by the DDD-based approach are generally manageable by
modern computers, but can be substantially longer than those
from SCAPP. However, the DDD representation is unique.
That is, for a given circuit, regardless of which algorithms to
use, the generated code based on the DDD representation must
always be the same (should be able to be compared simply
using UNIX shell commanddiff). The canonicity property may
be useful for formal analog verification.

In contrast to the nested form as used inSCAPP, the DDD
representation is more amenable to efficient symbolic manipula-
tion. As shown in this paper, symbolic analysis algorithms such
as driving cofactor computation, network function construction,
sensitivity calculation, and generating significant terms, can be
performed in time almost linear in the number of DDD vertices.
Very recently, we have shown other important manipulations
such as deriving-expanded symbolic expressions and symbolic

approximation can be accomplished in a similar manner [39],
[43].

In comparison with numericalLU decomposition as in
SPICEand symbolicLU decomposition as inSCAPP, DDD
evaluation is division-free, manipulates fewer derived values,
and generally adds/subtracts the values with less differing mag-
nitudes. Inspired by these features, as well as the canonicity
and compactness of the DDD representation, research is being
extended to exploit the full potential of canonical symbolic
analysis for the design and test automation of analog circuits,
as well as in general symbolic algebra.
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